## Time | Topics and Objectives
--- | ---
9:30-9:45 | **Welcome and Purpose of Meeting**<br>Overview of purpose of marine reserves working group<br>Introductions— (name, affiliation, background, interests, expectations)<br><br>**Objective:** Opportunity to see make-up of group and meet working group members face to face

9:45 –10:15 | **Management Plan Review Overview** – Review process to date and where we are going next<br><br>**Objective:** Bring all working group members up to speed on the JMPR process, overview of issues to be addressed, and structure of management plan chapter

10:15-11:00 | **Discuss Structure and Function of Working Groups**<br><br>**Objective:** To understand both the limitations and opportunities for working groups, relationship to the SAC, responsibilities of each member, groundrules for consensus-building

11:00-11:30 | **Review Issue Characterization**<br><br>**Objective:** Understand background of issue and related programs

11:30-12:00 | **Break and Serve Lunch (pizza)**

12:00-1:15 | **Initial Outlining of Categories of Marine Reserve Plan**<br><br>**Objective:** Identify categories of issues to be addressed in plan

1:15 –1:30 | **Planning the Next Meeting**<br><br>**Objective:** Identify information needs, agenda items, and schedule remaining meetings through spring.